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Start from the X-wing, take the shown lighting parts and detach the grey round 
plates from the X-wing
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Then combine the lighting diamonds with the grey round plates and put them 
back to the plane
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Assemble the white lighting plate at the front with the clear grey slope
Remove one wing from the plane in purpose to hide the wire inside the gap



The lights for X-wing is done, then put it aside
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Now take this lighting parts for the cannon



Assemble the two lighting round plates at the end to the cannon

The wire can be hidden in between the shown plates
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Then assemble the remain lighting round plate on the wall

Now put the X-wing back to the base and pull all the wire to the back
The wire from X-wing can be stabled by the black tile at the edge
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This lighting parts would be installed with the fighter at the corner without laser 
beam attached, we would use the black plate and the grey brick to replace the certain
position of the fighter

Check out the position, the led should be facing the wall when you put it back to base
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Then assemble the remain two lighting round plates on the wall

At last, the remain lighting parts will be used for the two fighters with laser beam
Detach the fighters and take the brick at the center away
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Replace the brick and the green bar by the lighting parts to rebuild the fighters
And place the lighting round brick to the shown position

Place the fighters back to the base and stable the wire by the tile
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Finally, connect three connectors to the USB then you can light it up
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